Based on the background above, the framework of variable metric data mining research is put forward.
Definition 2: Variable metric data mining is the intelligent data mining process through simulating the regulatory mechanism among human thinking process when solving problems and the metric consists of the granularity and algorithm parameter. The intelligence of variable metric data mining is reflected in auto-choosing algorithm, auto-determining initial parameter value and auto-confirming the evaluation measurement and standard.
Thus, it can be seen that variable metric data mining pursues a genuine kind of artificial intelligence by simulating human thinking ability. The feasibility of this research can be verified by the principle of data mining.
Data mining starts its research from the perspective of human learning process, from the clustering to classification and association rules (Weiss et al., 1998) . Obviously, data mining is one of human thinking Meta activities.
The research contents and their relations of variable metric data mining are shown in Fig.1 . The research field of artificial intelligence is quite large, including natural language processing, pattern recognition, genetic algorithm etc (Yang et al., 2009) . Although variable metric data mining is just a small part of artificial intelligence research, it still has its feature. Variable metric data mining is able to establish the new problems found mechanism and let the computer gain the ability of epiphany, which other artificial intelligence methods do not have.
Variable metric data mining, as an intelligent process, has the characteristics of independently calculating, learning, and evaluating as well as finding new problems etc. These characteristics have been beyond the scope of original data mining problems. Variable metric data mining turns the research focus on the thinking regulatory mechanism instead of the data itself. Therefore, variable metric data mining is the ultimate problem of data mining research field.
The purpose of variable metric data mining is to establish an intelligent computing center with thinking ability, which could support the realization of human intelligence. What's more, the intelligent computing center could be trained by dynamic data sets of any industry, and is able to grow into an expert in this field through self-taught. 
